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Between brewing magically spiced treats at Honeybee Bakery and volunteering with a local
conservation group, Katie Lightfoot barely has time to see her firefighter boyfriend, Declan
McCarthy, much less delve further into her destiny as a witch. But avoiding her fate won't be as
easy as whipping up a new recipe-especially when Katie finds herself once again mixed up in
murder.When a fellow volunteer for the conservation group is found dead, Katie's mystical
senses tell her that there's more to the death than meets the eye. Her suspicions are confirmed
when members of her coven are targeted next. Katie will have to embrace her powers
quickly...or she may find herself chewed up and spit out by some serious black magic.

"This book is worth its weight in gold! It will save you a lot of time, heartache, and could make
you a lot of money!" ~ Jim Long, music library pioneer; Firstcom, OneMusic, Crucial Music"A
great resource for anyone who wants to get their music used in Film & TV. This book is a Must
Have!" ~ Stephan R. Goldman, Music Supervisor on 65 feature films"This is not merely a 'How
To' book but, more importantly, a 'What Not To Do' book. It gives songwriters the edge they
need." ~ Peter Greco, 17 years as Sr. Vice President of Music at Young & Rubicam, NYAbout the
AuthorRobin Frederick is the author of five top-selling songwriting books, including "Shortcuts to
Hit Songwriting" and "Shortcuts to Songwriting for Film & TV." She has shared her knowledge of
songwriting with millions around the world through her popular songwriting websites and
"Songwriting 101" video series on YouTube. Robin has written and produced hundreds of songs
for television, records, theater, and audio products. She is a former Director of A&R for Rhino
Records and executive producer of over 60 albums. As an in-demand panelist and lecturer,
Robin has given workshops at Musicians Institute, UCLA, USC, and more. She has mentored
dozens of top music industry veterans, helping them communicate their knowledge of music and
the music business to aspiring songwriters and recording artists.
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Loralee Petersen, “Another great Magical Bakery Mystery. Note: I chose the immersion reading
deal (Kindle version + audio narration.) I greatly recommend it! Synced perfectly between
reading on my Kindle and listening on my iPhone.ReviewCharms and Chocolate Chips is the
third book in the Magical Bakery Mystery series. It has some of the common elements found in
contemporary cozy mysteries:1. The detective is an amateur who does her sleuthing on the
side.2. The detective has a dream job in a creative field. In this case she is part owner of an
adorable bakery. I think this is a bit of wish fulfillment for readers. We all love the idea of making a
living doing what we love, but let’s face it, running a small business is a tough gig. Most of us
would rather dream about it than do it.3. While romance is definitely relegated to subplot there is
a romantic triangle and I’ve noticed this in a number of other recent cozies.4. As in most culinary
mysteries, recipes are included! I am not a baker but would definitely be willing to taste test.In
genre fiction, the format is pretty much a given. But what the author can do within the format is
what matters. Cates has woven a delightful story over hers. This is what makes the Magical
Bakery Mysteries stand out from similar cozy mysteries:1. There is a story arc that covers all the
novels. Although you could read each as a stand alone, it is better to follow the story starting at
the beginning. In the first book Katie discovers that she is a witch and that magic is real. She also
finds out that she’s a catalyst. In the second book she discovers that she is a light witch, a
powerful sort of witch that can only do white magic. In Charms and Chocolate Chips Katie tries
to figure out what it means to be a light witch and what distinguishes white magic from black.
She volunteers at Georgia Wild, a conservation organization, to avoid dealing with the whole
“light witch” issue but discovers that she cannot escape her destiny when a murder occurs
there.2. Cozy mysteries often allow the reader to learn about things like baking, needlework or
home renovation while enjoying the mystery. In the Magic Bakery Mysteries the reader learns
about magic. This is a bit different from learning about antiques or cake decorating, but Cates
has done a good job of it. I suspect that she, like Katie and her coven is wiccan, but I don’t know
that for sure. While following Katie on her adventures the readers can learn about
hedgewitchery, or the use of plants in magic. Katie and her aunt use their magic to enhance their
baked goods with what they feel their customers need. Other witches in the coven practice other
types of magic including voodoo and color magic.3. Pets are another common feature of cozy
mysteries and part of the reason I love cozies. But the pets in the Magical Bakery Mystery are
more than furry companions. They are also familiars, or magical helpers. While the animals are
not anthropomorphized in any way, they definitely have their own personalities and you can see
how each one matches their owner.4. The books are well written, lighthearted and charming.
The characters are three dimensional and very likable. The common locations in the books,
mainly the Honeybee Bakery and Katie’s house, are indeed cozy and places readers like to
imagine themselves in. In contrast the murders that occur are dark and disturbing and the
mysteries are challenging puzzles. This may seem like a given but there are novels out there that



get by on strong narrative drive rather than a well developed, well written story.”

BAS, “The best book so far. I really don't care for the way she seems to abruptly reveal the killer.
Most of her clues rely on knowledge outside of reading the books. I can't explain without giving
away too much. Most cozy mysteries rely on lots of clues and confusion. I dislike that in these
mysterories the clues are almost never about the killer and the ones that are the reader is given
almost zero ways to connect the clues to the killer. I am able to figure out the killers in her books
but I still feel like the mystery is more a story where the killer is revealed rather than a story
where you are expected to figure out the killer. Although I do like the stories, I feel they are less a
cozy mystery and more of a witch themed beach read.”

Meridian, “A great Magical series.. I have found I really enjoy cozy mysteries, especially when
cats or witches are involved. This one is somewhat different in that the focus is based in a
bakery that the main character, Katie, owns and operates with her aunt and uncle. Katie's
familiar is a dog, but the other members of their magickal group have all kinds of familiars, which
I think is fun. Poor Katie really is not thrilled to keep finding dead bodies from time to time in her
new home town, but is slowly coming to terms with the fact that it is part of her destiny in a way. I
find her character to be appealing and relatable. There is enough going on in her life other than
a murder mystery to be interesting and at times even captivating. The magick and celebrations
are very realistic based on Wiccan beliefs, but of course with literary license as needed for the
story. I find that very refreshing. I am so tired of the skewed and downright misrepresentations
of what Wicca is all about, that a book like this is most welcome. Add to that it is well written and
just plain fun, and you have a winner.”

Anime Lover, “Death and Family - two things you can not avoid. Well things are really moving
along with the newest witch in town. Katie is working at her bakery, trying to help a local eco
group and trying to come to terms with her abilities. But when the founder is found dead, and
another friend is threatened Katie needs to put down her rolling pin and do a little magic in order
to find out what is so special about the Fagan Swamplands, help her relationship with Declan
and perhaps heal her relationship with her mother.overall I did enjoy this story (it took me a little
longer to read as I had 4 other books to read and review), the mystery kicked off quickly and
kept you spellbound until the end. There was enough twists and turns to keep anyone guessing
until the end and also a few questions about her past can be answered. Now I will agree the
relationship with Declan is getting a little stale and I hope in the next installment things shake up
a little. But I do give it a big thumbs up and hope the next one is soon (and if the author reads
this I would honored if she sends an advance copy for an honest review)”

Rene Colon, “a great series. I just bought the first three books in the series because I wanted to
read them again. Just as good the second time around.”



JDO, “#3 Is a great read. This third novel in the “Magical Bakery” series does not disappoint.
Fans of Katie and the Coven will enjoy reading about their further escapades is this installment.
(Your favorite characters from the previous novels do return.  ). Great read!”

Brenda M. Ratliff, “I love that the idea is totally crazy but it seems .... Well, I'll be! A magical
bakery ?? I love that the idea is totally crazy but it seems to work in this book. I've read a few
books in this series now and I have to say this is one of the more interesting cozy mysteries I
have read.Our heroine moves to open a bakery with her aunt and uncle and discovers that she
is actually a hedgewitch (that's why her aunt's cooking seems to have extra oomph!). There's not
a lot of actual baking happening in the book because Katie is busy trying to help the local
detective catch a killer so her uncle won't be the main suspect! Oh and she has two potential
love interests that vie for her time. And she has to have time to train as a witch!”

Super K, “Great Cozy mystery series. I love Cates' writing. She dress you in and keeps you
enthralled until the last page! I highly recommend this author and series.”

Gillian, “charming town and believable characters. All the side stories are developing at a nice
rate alongside the main "who dunnit" in this series and yet thete are enough new "loose ends" to
want to visit again.For a pleasant easy read, join us in the bakery!”

Adrienne Ward, “Five Stars. Great series, can almost smell the coffee and cookies.”

Penelope, “Good read. Very entertaining read. Several sub-plots and the wonderful characters
kept me engaged while I waited to see if I was right regarding the killer.”

Nina Senecal, “With amazing magical talents. The story line is becoming a little fantastical.
Someone who didn't know she was a witch is suddenly a very powerful one????? With amazing
magical talents? Becoming too far fetched.”

Marten, “Thank you. Je suis ravie avec cet achat. Merci beaucoup. Je vous souhaite de bonnes
fêtes ! Que du plus +++++ ++++”

The book by John Thompson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 335 people have provided feedback.
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